
My name is Sara Fragomeni, growing up in rural Mississauga and living in the Georgian Bay area off and on for 10 years, I have permanently taken up residence in Wasaga Beach and operate a full time business here in downtown Collingwood for 2 1/2 years.    I have taken an interest in volunteering for the BIA simply for the reason of giving back to my community and to be a part of keeping Collingwood beautiful.  It is a four season town with rich history and culture and a great place to live, play and experience.  The care and dedication the Board has shown so far has made this town a welcoming one, with tons of events and demonstrating a wonderful community feel in which I'm proud to be a part of.   It would be an honour to be a part of the BIA, I am willing to work hard, give feedback and help the Board in anyway I can.  I have a strong administrative background, great customer service and organizational skills which I believe can be put to use in the many different projects the Board is involved in .  I can adapt to situations and versatile projects with an interest specifically geared towards administrative, promotion, events and beautification.  My time is available as I am very flexible with my schedule.  I have thought about where I can utilize my extra time and make a difference in my community and when I became aware of this position, I realized this was it.  I love this town, it is important to me to see that it continues to grow, keep the economy strong, support local business and continue to see it thrive as well as it does.  It would be an honour and a pleasure to be a part of this and offer my skills which can hopefully be an asset to the Board.       Here is a little bit of information about my company: Owner/operator of The Spa House. I'm a certified aesthetician with a graduate diploma in aesthetics and certification in all treatments offered as well as some medical procedures and trained by industry leaders known all over the world. I have attended over a dozen undergraduate and postgraduate programs and workshops heavily focusing on skin care, along with trade shows and networking conferences within my industry. Over the past decade, I have worked in a wide variety of different settings including resorts, day spas, salons, bed and breakfast spas and some mobile work, which has given me well rounded experience.  Committed to exceeding your expectations while creating lasting relationships based on trust and understanding what will help make positive difference in your life. Offering time flexibility, adaptability and quality products along with personalized treatments to ultimately achieve results that meet your physical, mental and emotional needs is our goal. 



Thank your for your time and consideration.  Looking forward to the opportunity if chosen.  Sara Fragomeni The Spa House   


